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Article abstract
The issue of disadvantaged milieux is inseparable from the emergence of the
new 'mode of educational production' set up in Quebec by the Parent
Commission in the early 60's. The disadvantaged milieux constitute one of the
institutionalized forms of social relationships of domination in the educational
field and is the strongest manifestation of the management of class conflict
relationships by the new ruling class which presides over the reorientation of
the educational system in Quebec. The main characteristic of this management
is the attempt to combat massive academic failure which can be observed in
disadvantaged milieux. The analysis is undertaken along two inseparable lines
of inquiry : the management of the target clientele (democratization and the
process of individualization of the social functions of selection) and the
educational agents implicated in the management process who are subjected to
a social division of labor which is in conflict with appeals for concerted action
made by the ruling class. The reform which was undertaken in the name of
democratization and the reduction of inequalities and academic failures has
had the opposite effect by emphasizing inequalities and thereby reinforcing
the selective role of education and contributing actively to the creation of
hierarchical class relationships.
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